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Language and power: Korean-Chinese students’ language attitude and practice

Language is not only a method of communication, but also a mechanism of power. The ethnographic research reported in this article documents how a group of Korean students, who are participating in a bilingual Korean school in Northeast China, construct their language attitude and practice. Research findings indicate that the Korean students value both Korean and Chinese language acquisition, and adopt the two languages for self-empowerment in the academic hierarchy of the Korean school. The positive attitude and practice of Korean students toward Korean and Chinese language studies highlight the politically and economically functional power of Korean and Chinese languages as a means of acquiring a larger benefit from China’s economic marketization, especially increasing business contacts with South Korea. This article argues that the increasing significance of transnationalism for ethnic minorities within globalization emphasizes bilingual proficiency, or even trilingualism in China’s reform period which implies the necessity of relevant policy initiations for the increasing needs of language acquisition.
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**Introduction: Language and power**

The role of linguistic rights in the construction of minorities has captured theorists’ attention, which currently examines questions of linguistic policy and their relevance to broader issues of democracy, justice, rights, and education (Kymlicka and Patten 2003; May 2003). Language is not only a method of communication, but also a mechanism of power (Bourdieu 1991). It is critical in the formation of social groups and struggles for power and prestige among groups. Language discourse is not simply about language, but is equally about much wider social processes and practices (Foucault 1980). The decision of which language(s) to act as the official or dominant language is dependent upon the power of dominant group(s), more or less at the expense of the rights of the dominated groups. The devaluing of other languages reflects the real power of language which clearly lies in the dominant or official languages. This has meant that avenues for personal development and upward social mobility among minorities are virtually restricted (Tollefson 1990).

Within globalization, however, it is most likely that every individual operates in a multilingual environment. To some extent, the use of non-dominant language becomes an integral part of the empowerment process. Fei Xiaotong’s (1991) ‘duoyuan yiti geju’ which has been translated by (Postiglione 2007) into ‘plurality within the organic unity of the Chinese nationality’ with its functionalistic value highlights the national unification and cultural pluralism of China. China’s Constitution maintains the equal status of ethnic minorities and their right to preserve and develop own languages and customs (Iredale et
In nation-state building, language is a political power which serves the goals of building the nation-state (Zhou 2005). This includes taking a legislative approach to literacy development for ethnic minorities. Literacy in official language is prompted by a political and economic power since the early years of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) (Hayford 1987). Rather, literacy in some minority languages such as Korean language both prior to and after China’s reform period has also achieved both economic and political powers. Ethnic Koreans in China have had a politically strategic importance beyond their numbers (Kim 2003). Koreans played a vital role in the liberation of Manchuria, the civil war (1946-1949) and the Korean War (the ‘Resist-America and Aid-Korea’ campaign) (Choi 2001; Kim 2003; Lee 1986). The Yanbian Korean Autonomous Prefecture is a strategically important border region adjoining the politically sensitive Korean Peninsula and Russia. Like some other minorities, such as the Kazaks, Russians and Mongols, Koreans in Yanbian maintain close relationships with their ethnic cousins in North Korea and South Korea, on the other side of the border (Lin 1997). In recent years, the contacts between ethnic Koreans in China and Koreans in the Peninsula involve the existence of the Korean community in Northeast China which becomes places for fugitives from North Korea and the potentially political link with the South Korean government or several nationalistic groups in South Korea (Choi 2001; Kim 2003). However, the contacts hardly cause any form of unrest, and Koreans keep intact their belief in the superiority of the communist party and its socialist system (Lee 1986; Mackerras 1994; Olivier 1993; Zhou 2000). The Chinese government has been watching
these political contacts closely and continues to label the Yanbian Korean Autonomous Prefecture as a model of ‘national integration and progress’, and to highlight the success of ethnic Koreans and their loyalty to the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) (Kim 2003). Korean language becomes a language of political power, and therefore a language that is motivated to learn.

The power of minority communities’ political will alone can go only so far in establishing a strong legislative stance and other factors, especially economy, have a strong effect. How the legislation is enforced and in what language community members actually develop their literacy are now essentially shaped by economic motivations (Zhou 2005). During the reform period since the end of 1970s, China’s economic rationale for literacy has motivated legislation to define Korean language as functional. Prior to Korean immigration in a large scale in the nineteenth century, the northeastern China was largely uncultivated land (Piao 1990). Ethnic Koreans succeeded in reclaiming the land by cultivating rice paddies (Choi 2001). In contemporary China, Korean is coming to be seen as a language of economic power as China embraces globalization and the market economy spreads deeper into agricultural and pastoral minority communities. During the reform period, the increasing contacts with North and South Koreans promote border trade between China and North Korea around the Korean regions in China and South Korean direct investment in China with ethnic Koreans as the middle-men, due to ethnic and linguistic ties (Choi 2001; Kim 2003; Ma 2004). With the increased economic and social capital resources over time, ethnic Koreans’ intellectual capital within educational
institutions helps to reassert a higher status of Korean language. The Korean language with its economical value is a key symbol of participation into business contacts with South Koreans (Choi 2001; Kim 2003). This article is intended to examine how a group of Korean students employ Chinese and Korean languages to achieve self-empowerment in a bilingual Korean school in Northeast China. Through examining the Korean students’ language attitude and practice within the multiethnic school context, this article seeks to contribute to the literature that critically examines the issues of language and power. The research results indicate that both Chinese language and Korean language, with their political and economical power in China’s reform period are vital for ethnic Koreans’ adaptation to China’s market economy and the increasing significance of transnationlism at a time of transition and change.

Research methodology

Data was collected from an ethnographic research on a group of 26 ethnic Korean students at the time of this study (September 2006 – January 2007), who were participating at two fourth-grade and sixth-grade classes respectively in a bilingual Korean school, the author called FLK School in Liaoning Province (one northeastern province). All ethnographies involve participant observation in the sense that it constitutes ‘a mode of being-in-the-world characteristic of researchers’ (Hammersley and Atkinson 1983: 249), even though the degree of participation may vary. I took the participant-as-observer role that had the advantage of allowing me to penetrate social
situations in order to establish relationships with the informants so that some understandings of their worlds might be achieved. I observed as well as participated (e.g. taking substitution classes or assistant role when it was needed) in situations. I made no secret of the investigation and made it known that the overriding interest was to observe and research. The role provided me with the freedom to go wherever the action was that was relevant to the informants (Burgess 1984). I strived to balance involvement with detachment and closeness with distance in order not to influence or be influenced by the research context. In addition to observing in the classroom, I also accompanied the informants to recess, playground, and school assemblies whenever possible. The goal during most of the observation time was to be a silent, unobtrusive observer. During lunch, recess, and break times in the classroom, however, my interactions with the informants were probably much more informal and participatory in nature. Over the period of five-month fieldwork, each numbered informant was interviewed once in order to obtain a series of deep insights into their language attitude and practice. The basic interview questions were focused on how these students constructed their attitude toward both Chinese and Korean languages, and how their language attitude impacted their language practice in daily school life. Individual interview took place in the school meeting room. The length of each interview ranged from one to two hours. Each interview was audio-taped and all tapes were transcribed. Interviews were supplemented by informal, natural conversations with the Korean informants, other classmates, academic teachers and parents/guardians involved. By giving young children a voice, it
was a new experience for the author to be on the receiving end of the power differential between children and adults, and to focus on children as social agents who created the production and reproduction of childhood (Corsaro 1997).

**Bilingual education among ethnic Koreans in China and FLK School especially**

Zhou (2000) categorizes 128 distinct languages spoken among China’s minorities (Sun, Hu and Huang 2007) into three types: (1) minority languages with functional writing systems broadly used before 1949 have had regular bilingual education since 1949 including Mongolian, Korean, Tibetan, Uygur and Kazak; (2) those minority languages with functional writing systems narrowly used before 1949 have had occasional bilingual education since 1949 such as Dai, Jingpo, Lisu, and Lahu so on; and (3) those without functional writing systems before 1949 have had limited or no bilingual education since then such as Dong, Yao, Tujia, Tatar and She so on. In comparison with other languages, bilingual education for ethnic Koreans is more or less unique in its accomplishments. Korean educational success in China, for the last few decades, has been achieved mainly through the Mandarin and Korean bilingual education with an emphasis on Korean language as the medium of instruction in bilingual Korean schools (Ma 2004; Zhou 2000). The majority of Koreans, who represent China’s thirteenth largest non-Han nationality\(^1\), are perceived as ‘literate bilinguals’\(^2\), which are in sharp contrast with other minority groups in China (Guan 2001; Zhou 2000). In the mid-1980s the Chinese government began to implement bilingual education (Mandarin and minority
language). There are two types of schools in the Korean concentrated regions: one is Korean and the other is Chinese. In Korean schools, students are given options to be educated and tested in their own language (Ma 2004). Korean is the medium of instruction and Chinese is taught as a subject. The Yanbian Korean Autonomous Prefecture Education Guideline promulgated in 1985 regulates that Korean schools must promote the transmission of Korean culture and traditions, especially Korean language. There is a long-term history for the Korean language teaching from Korean primary to higher schools. Originally, Korean language course was called ‘yanwen’ in 1946. Then it was called ‘chaoxian yu’ in 1951, ‘chaoxianzu yuwen’ in 1959, ‘chaoxian yuwen’ in 1963, ‘yuwen’ in 1969, and ‘chaoxian yuwen’ in 1972. In bilingual Korean schools, the Chinese language teaching originally started from year one of junior-secondary education in 1948. In 1951, it was taught from the fifth-year in primary education and third-year in 1956. In 1993, Korean schools started teaching Chinese language since the first year of primary education. The number of Chinese characters needed for primary students has increased from 1300 to 2200/2500 in 2002 (1800/2000 for written literacy). The bilingual program in Yanbian is often commended as the most successful example of China’s bilingual education (Ma 2004).

FLK School was a twelve-year bilingual Korean school composed of three-year pre-school and nine-year compulsory education. At FLK, the Korean language was taught as a main subject and functioned as a main medium of instruction. All subjects were delivered in Korean, with the exception of those related to the Chinese and English
languages and literature. FLK School was special to offer Chinese language studies as a main subject from the beginning of pre-school education. The Chinese language was also adopted as the medium of instruction for both Chinese and English subjects. At FLK, the curriculum was almost exclusively the translated version of standard textbooks except for the Chinese and Korean language textbooks. FLK gave the equal attention to Korean and Chinese, each of which accounted for 17.14% of the curriculum load. At the time of my research, FLK School was using the language textbooks which were published by Yanbian Education Publishing House. According to the teachers, the Chinese language textbooks were two grades lower than the textbooks used in Han schools. The Korean language textbooks were published according to the proficiency of students in Korean language in Yanbian, which were difficult for Korean students at FLK with a limited competency in Korean language.

**Korean students’ language attitude and practice**

The language one individual uses is designated by one’s relational position in one social context/field. Dominant uses of language reinforce structured differences in social power and prestige among groups. Linguistic interactions are therefore manifestations of the individuals’ respective positions in the hierarchy of FLK School. The group of Korean students (19 out of 26) in this research tended to see themselves as half Han and half Korean. One student (Interviewee 12) said this:
My mama is Korean, but my baba is half Han, half Korean because he is not only able to speak Chinese, also able to speak Korean. My mama…can’t speak Chinese well. She always responds to me in Korean when I speak with her. I can speak Korean and Chinese. I think…I am half Han, half Korean too just like my baba.

Educational aspirations that motivate children and youth to strive for educational success are shaped by the expectations of significant others, notably, parents, teachers, and peers (Campbell 1983; Davies and Kandel 1981; Hauser, Tsai and Sewell 1983). The Korean parents generally had positive attitudes toward Chinese and Korean language studies, which strongly influenced the learning motivations of their children. Most of the Korean students (24 out of 26) came from families which had the close connections with the South Korean community. The connections formed special ethnic capital for the students than other Korean students. The Korean students refused to align their experiences with those of other Koreans, while at the same time distinguishing themselves from pure Han majority. They asserted that their identities were the combination of their Koreanness and Hanness. The identification with half Han and half Korean, for them represented their superiority in both Korean and Chinese languages and free transition between the two worlds. China’s market economy and increased business contacts with South Koreans contributed to the informants’ understanding that Chinese and Korean memberships were strategically valuable. A Chinese identity coupled with a Korean one, connoted power and privilege. According to one student (Interviewee 2):
I am not pure Korean, not pure Chinese. I can speak both Korean and Chinese. I feel that there are two worlds in my life: one is Korean and the other is Chinese. I enjoy being half Korean and half Han, which makes me comfortable to communicate with both Koreans and Han people.

The students generally recognized the advantages of half Han and half Korean identity for upward social mobility and linked them to their language attitudes. They affirmed the values of bilingualism and were developing characteristics as transnationals. This led to the importance of transnationalism which was a fundamental concept in regards to their language attitude. They generally tended to master as many languages as possible in order to transmit smoothly between the different worlds under the global context. As one student (Interviewee 6) remarked:

I have to learn Korean better because I would like to study in South Korea for college education. However, it is also important for me to master Chinese. Being competent in both languages is necessary in future.

They expressed a positive sense of Korean language, and held a positive attitude toward Chinese language as well. Their vision of upward social mobility was linked to an emphasis on Korean and Chinese language studies at FLK. According to one student (Interviewee 22):
I feel like it’s important to speak good Chinese. I want to go to university, prestigious university. I would like to find a well-paid job in a big cross-national company. I have to be fluent in English. Otherwise, I can’t have a bright future. I like English, Chinese and Korean languages. All of them are very important.

Their language perspective was also largely influenced by their teachers. According to the Korean students, their teachers generally highlighted the link between the rapid development of China’s economy in the global world and ethnic Koreans’ upward socioeconomic mobility. All the Korean students highlighted the importance of being able to work in the international companies with their competency in Chinese, Korean and English languages.

This orientation had an impact on their language practice in daily school life. The group of Korean students accepted the powerful currents of both Chinese and Korean memberships which were of great value in the world economy (Kibria 2002). They thus used both Korean and Chinese in daily communication and struggled to be involved in extracurricular activities and out-of-school classes in both Korean and Chinese language studies. Their language practice attempted to earn the respect of other students and to move up the social ladder at FLK School. There was one competitive and achievement-oriented social climate at FLK. Much school work at FLK from a very early age involved competition and comparison with others, and both teachers and students came to a sense of their worth in contrast to the rest of the group. The organizational
structure of school through tracking and ranking breaks down the school along not only
the line of academic achievement, but also the line of ethnicity. At the beginning of the
autumn term 2006-07 when the fieldwork was undertaken, there were 327 students
enrolled at FLK, which were composed of 83% Korean and 17% non-Korean including
Han, Manchu and Mango who were enrolled as ‘Han’. The non-Korean students at FLK
were collectively labeled as educationally successful, even though the students
represented heterogeneity in academic attainments. The ‘Han’ students labeled as
‘succesful’ became one potential source of the disadvantaged positions among Korean
students at FLK. Academic achievement is probably the most important way other
students can gain status (Lee 1996). For the students, their relatively higher academic
attainment helped to affirm their positive self-identity. With the competency in Korean
and Chinese languages, they felt empowered to achieve the advantageous position at FLK.
Some of them spoke Korean to Korean students while speaking Chinese to non-Korean
students. Some tended to speak Chinese with some Korean words or speak Korean with
some Chinese words in their sentences as the ‘code-switch’ in conversation, according to
the students. The language practice helped to keep the students in the higher status among
peers. These students generally believed that they were able to transition smoothly from
home to school, from Korean community to mainstream Chinese society. They held
superior self-image as exemplars of success. This self-affirmation suggested a kind of
self-evident superiority in comparison with both Korean and Han students. One student
(Interviewee 13) commented:
My mama said to me that I would not be able to learn Korean if I attended Han school. Then since I attend Korean school, I know more knowledge than Han students. And I am competent in Chinese. Thus I am in an advantageous position when I compete with Han and Korean counterparts.

**Conclusion: Bilingualism and transnationalism for ethnic minorities in China**

In the global era, ethnic minority students learning in these and other settings are more likely than in any previous generation in human history to face a school life within a bilingual or even trilingual language environment. The increased importance of transnationalism and bilingualism in new market economy emphasizes the role of Korean and Chinese languages in education for ethnic Koreans in China. The Korean students in this research constituted a special part of the study in language and power among China’s ethnic minorities. Their attitude toward Chinese and Korean language acquisition and bilingual language practice in daily school life indicated the linkage between the bilingual acquisition and the process of empowerment in the academic hierarchy of the Korean school. The students universally committed to a positive attitude toward Chinese and Korean language studies and practiced a mixture of Korean and Chinese in school. This reflected their willingness of involvement into the mainstream and upward mobility and placed emphasis on intercultural interaction and transnationalism for benefits in increased business contacts with South Korea.
It is clear from many studies (Baker 1993; Harrell and Erzi 1999), the language policies in education of multiracial or multiethnic countries tend to lead to what Skutnabb-Kangas and Phillipson (1995) have called ‘linguistic genocide’. There is a lot of evidence that learning, particularly literacy development, is easier and more effective in the mother tongue/first language. As existing knowledge forms the basis of new knowledge learning, it will be logical to learn through the mother tongue. However, the use of mother language becomes a part of the disempowerment process. In its mildest form, this refers to what is called transitional or subtractive bilingualism such as the use of the mother tongue for initial literacy, usually for several years and its gradual or abrupt replacement by the dominant or official language as the language of teaching. For example, there are the increasing disadvantages Korean language teaching faces in China’s reform period since the end of 1970s including (1) the decreasing Korean student intake; (2) the increased number of Korean students coming from problem families (e.g. *Danqin*: Single-parent family or *Wuqin*: living without parents), which lack necessary educational qualifications or are physically absent from family education; (3) the shortage of funding; and (4) the shortage of qualified Korean teachers (Gao 2009; Jin 2006; Lee 1986; Li 2006; Olivier 1993; Piao 2006; Zheng 2006). More and more Korean parents send their children to Han schools instead of sub-standard quality of bilingual Korean schools (Lee 1986; Olivier 1993). The overall effect of the monolingual habitus, from which all such policies stem, has been that language minorities have had to accept that they will be educated in a second or third language for most of their lives.
Nevertheless, the profound forces of globalization with the accelerating flow of goods, people, data and information across national borders are lending growing weight to the conducting of a major dialogue on how education policy must manage difference within the context of bilingualism and multiculturalism (Suárez-Orozco and Qin-Hilliard 2004). The theory of language and power is concerned with theories of linguistic rights (Kymlicka and Patten 2003; May 2003) and multicultural citizenship (Churchill 1986; Gagnon and Pagé 1999; Kymlicka 1995). As extended to encompass multiculturalism, language power recognizes the linguistic rights of nations within states and the representational rights of poly-ethnic groups (Kymlicka 1995). It generally recognizes the importance of language to situate oneself culturally as having rights of cultural identity, and to position oneself as having rights of inclusion and participation into mainstream society. The ability to speak mainstream language is a key determinant that allows members of a minority group to share state and market resources with fellow Han citizens (Shih 2002). In comparison with mainstream language, a few minorities such as Korean, Dai and Jinpo whose languages also become cross-border languages for business contacts with neighboring regions (Shih 2002). However, globalization does not empower every minority language in China. For some ethnic groups whose languages are not popular, production and life frequently run into difficulties (Shih 2002). However, the ethnic language as the first language is a key symbol of ethnic identity, and an expression of one’s cultural and ethnic affiliation. Tové Skutnabb-Kangas (2000) in a discussion of the relationship between mother tongues and ethnic identities points out that people’s
ethnicity and languages can become positive forces and strengths that can help to empower them. The support and maintenance of languages of origin would permit language minority groups within the current global migration pattern, to maintain valued transcultural/transnational elements for their linguistic and cultural rights (Banks 2004; Hoerder, Hébert and Schmitt 2005). Whether ethnic minority students in China should be provided with education through mother tongue or whether Chinese teaching should be paid more attention in China’s market economy poses more questions than answers to policy makers. However, the findings that both Chinese and Korean languages hold important economically and politically functional power have strong implications for the curriculum design and relevant policy initiations. With the increasing importance of multilingualism and multiculturalism, it is clear that language teaching among ethnic minorities within globalization needs an alteration of government priorities including multi-linguistic and multicultural themes in curriculum and teaching practices.
Notes

1. The Constitution adopted in 1982 defines the People’s Republic of China as a ‘unitary multi-national state’ (tongyide duominzu guojia) composed of the people of all its 56 nationalities (minzu) with a total population of 1.30628 billion (NBSC 2005). The majority of China’s population belongs to the Han Chinese (90.56%), whereas the 55 officially recognized minority nationalities account for about 9.44% of the total population (NBSC 2005). There are also 1,072,642 people belonging to unspecified and unclassified minorities, 0.8% of the total population, according to the fifth national census in 2000.

2. According to China’s ethnic statistical yearbook (2005), while the percentage of college completion is 3.73 among total population, and 0.0009 among total minority, the percentage among Korean nationality is 8.38. The illiteracy rate is 9.08 among total population, and 14.54 among total minority, whereas the rate is 2.86 among ethnic Koreans.
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